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In our modern world of oncology, there are almost limitless ways to integrate multiple treatment modalities into a therapeutic strategy. In radiation therapy alone, the selection of a treatment time-dose schedule is a fundamental determinant of therapeutic success. Newer innovations in time-dose scheduling - such as the use of multiple treatments per day - promise greater success, and alone were the subject of a recent volume in this series. The use of chemotherapy brings with it equal complexity in terms of the selection of agents and their relative timing. Without question, the combination of radiotherapy and chemotherapy creates a vast new dimension of both complexity and opportunity. To explore these important possibilities, many of the world's foremost authorities on radiotherapy/chemotherapy interaction gathered for the 26th Annual San Francisco Cancer Symposium - to present their pioneering work and to give broad insight into our clinical experience to date. We publish their scientific presentations in this text.

The ultimate goal in any integration of cancer modalities must be therapeutic gain. The effect of combined therapy must be greater on malignant than on normal tissues. For this reason, any evaluation of the success of combined therapy must evaluate normal tissue responses as carefully as tumor responses. (Both may be enhanced by the combined therapy; it may be only the relative change that is of concern - if the normal tissue enhancement can be corrected by reducing the radiotherapy dose). In combining chemotherapy with radiotherapy, therapeutic gain may result when there is a specific tumor sensitization of radiotherapeutic effect by the chemotherapy. Or there may be simply an additive effect of the two modalities, both of which are independently more toxic in malignant tissues. Finally, there may be a toxicity independence - an additive effect on tumors without overlapping toxicities in normal tissues. All are realistic clinical possibilities based upon laboratory evidence to date, as is illuminated for us by Drs. Tannock, Fu, Kallman and Phillips in the first chapters of our volume.
response differences in the different normal tissues involved and variations in tumor response give enormous complexity to the task. Yet the prospect of being able to magnify the benefits of radiotherapy by the addition of chemotherapy, well-founded on laboratory evidence, offers a dynamic way to potentially advance our therapeutic strengths. In the clinical chapters, our distinguished contributors describe the potential benefits and hazards of radiotherapy/chemotherapy interaction in the important pursuit of local tumor control.
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